
Look
The Gamko Flexbar is available in three di�erent looks; 

-  Anthracite... sheeted steel with a durable coating, seamlessly bordered. Curved, 

 !nished corners and edges provide easy maintenance of all surfaces.

-  Stainless steel... the anthracite coated steel is replaced by chrome steel (AISI 430), 

 resulting in a stunning new look of anthracite borders on chrome steel.

-  Glass fronts... the door fronts and drawer fronts are !tted with insulated, double, 

 toughened safety glass. Glass front drawers are unique to the market! It allows 

 optimal glass surface in favour of optimal presentation of the refrigerated beverage 

 assortment.

                   ... A unique concept!

EQUAL-LED lighting

The Gamko Flexbar is !tted with LED lighting in stead of tube lights. All glass front 

segments come with white EQUAL-LED lighting as a standard.

EQUAL-LED lighting has several advantages compared to the traditional tube 

lights;

-  Less energy consumption. Per doorway 2 x 3 Watts in stead o� 1 x 72 Watts.

-  Expanded lifespan of at least 50,000 hrs

-  Low voltage inside the refrigerated compartment. 24 Volts in stead o� 230 Volts.

-  Reduced warmth conversion inside the compartment.

-  No ultra-violet or infra-red radiation

-  Con!ned dimensions

-  Equal light output 

The Flexbar is also optionally available with coloured EQUAL-LED lighting. With 

this feature you can adapt the bar to it’s surrounding atmosphere. You can manu-

ally pick one tuned colour for the entire bar, choose a di�erent colour per storage 

segment, choose for an automated colour sequence loop, you can adjust the 

brightness, select a colour alteration mode, or even connect the bar to an external 

light processing installation to run in sequence with an overall light plan. 

CELS, central electronic locking system
The Gamko Flexbar is available with a fully 

integrated, central electronic locking system. 

You lock the bar by means of only one action: 

turn the key and the entire bar is locked. Sim-

ple, swift and safe. You can even shut any door 

or drawer afterwards when it wasn’t closed yet.

Flexibility
All Gamko Flexbar storage segments are 

available in both standard sizes of width: 

41 cm and 54 cm. This allows you to al-

ways !nd a suitable !tting arrangement.

Installation friendliness
The Gamko Flexbar is !tted with adjus-

table legs. These legs can be adjusted in 

height both from the outside as well as 

from the inside.

Modular

Supreme user friendliness...
The newly developed, innovative Flexbar 

door handle consists of two components: a 

robust aluminium shell provides structural 

solidness, a rubber inner side provides an 

optimal grip, even in case of moist hands. 

Supreme user friendliness...
The Flexbar bottle compartment has been designed as a drawer. 

Therefore the bottle compartment can easily be exchanged with 

a standard drawer, even after installation of the bar. In addition 

the container is easily removable  The depth of the container 

can be adjusted to bottle size by means of a removable attached 

plastic insert tube.

Supreme user friendliness...
The robust Flexbar drawers are !xed with self locking 

bearings and two supportive inserted brackets to avoid 

tumbling of bottles when opening or shutting the drawer. 

Additional brackets that divide the container in it’s width 

come as an option.The 

maximal load weight 

per drawer is 75 kg 

(165.35 lb.)

Safety
Naturally the Flexbar is !tted with 

tempered safety glass. 

Flexibility
Gamko´s  Flexbar is superbly suitable for accomplishing almost any 

complex arrangement of a bar. A curved bar, a pass through bar (doors 

on either side), it’s all achievable. The total collection consists of over 140 

di�erent segments with which you can see your dream bar come true! 

Fl ible


